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Stock#: 75739
Map Maker: Buache

Date: 1757
Place: Paris
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG
Size: 14 x 12 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

An Example of Philippe Buache's Theories on Submarine Mountain Chains, an Important Part of
the Early History of Thematic Mapping

This creative map purports to show the interconnectedness of the mountain chains of the world.
Mountains criss-cross the continents, but also pass through the oceans, as represented through island
chains. 

Many features of interest can be found; for example, the dryness of the Sahara can be explained by the
fact that it is surrounded by mountains. However, to justify his theories, Buache introduces som suspicious
cartographic features, such as random maelstroms and "little known" lakes.

Buache's theories, would, of course, prove to be flawed. While underwater mountain chains do exist, these
"mid-ocean ridges" always strike perpendicular to the chains Buache shows. However, the similarities in
the geological histories between continents, and the "connectivity" of some mountain ranges (e.g., the
Norwegian Caledonides and the Appalachians) has been confirmed through detailed mapping.

The map was published in Buache's Cartes et Tables de La Geographie Physique ou Naturelle (1757).

Philippe Bauche, theoretical geography, and thematic mapping

Buache was a pioneering theoretical geographer interested in demonstrating the interconnectedness of
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the world’s landmasses. Starting in 1737, Buache drew a bathymetric map of the English Channel which
showed "hidden features" of the channel that argued that mountain chains of England (the Pennines and
South Downs) could be connected to the Alps through the straits of Dover. Two decades later, he would
expand his map to cover the whole world.

Buache was also interested in watersheds, which he argued were created by interlinked mountain ranges
which circled the globe. These mountain ranges provided routes for rivers to flow to the sea. Buache
understood islands to be proof of mountain ranges which connected the continents. Buache presented this
mountain chain idea at the Academie first in September 1737 and again in November 1752, once he had
completed his worldview (seen here).

This is thought to be one of the first thematic maps, which appeared in the same decade as other famous
thematic maps, such as De Lisle's first geological maps. A similar world map would also accompany
Buache’s published essay on the subject, An Essay of Physical Geography, wherein it is proposed to
present General Views on what may be called the Framework of the Globe, composed of mountain systems
that cross seas as well as continents; with some particular remarks on the different basins of the sea, and
on its interior configuration (1752).  

Detailed Condition:
Minor fold toning. Original hand-color.


